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Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

Segmental fencing is the fastest and easiest way to mark the edges of one’s property. It is an excellent 

choice for those who want a durable and inexpensive fence.

At SKYHALL® Fence, we make segmental fences from low-carbon steel wire with a welding strength 

of over 50%. Besides, double horizontal wires are welded to the fence to increase the transverse 

strength of the panel.

Segmental fencing is normally connected to the posts by claw clamps and anti-theft bolts, largely 

increasing their security level.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

SEGMENTAL FENCE 

(OPPOSITE WELDING TYPE)

 Excellent Choice for a Durable and Inexpen-

sive Fence Solution.



CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

FITTINGS

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST SIZE POST LENGTH TYPE

1800 2400

2000 2600

2200 2800

2500 3200

3000 3800

SEGMENTAL FENCE (OPPOSITE WELDING TYPE)

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HEAVY DUTY HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

2000
2200
2500

2000
2200

3.0/4.0
3.5/3.5
4.0/4.0

76.2*12.7
80*14

60*60
60*80
80*80

SPIDER CLAMP

FLAT BAR

The meshes of segmental fences are too small for fingers to stick in, let 

alone climb on. Double wire structure combined with dense meshes 

makes the fence extremely hard to cut.

Segmental fences are normally connected to the posts by claw clamps 

and anti-theft bolts, largely increasing its security level.

The opposite welded segmental fence is compatible which means you 

can combine various secure wires to the top of fence easily.

All colors are available here for the opposite welding segmental fence, 

however, we recommend Dark Green of RAL6005, Granite Gray of 

RAL-7026, Telegrey 2 of RAL-7046, Beige of RAL-1001, and Silver as 

the reference colors since they're marketable among our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    

+86 311 8610 2039

www.skyhallfence.com 050800

info@skyhallfence.com
22#A4, #2 YUANBOYUAN STREET,HI-TECH FREE ZONE,
ZHENGDING, HEBEI, CHINA

+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

ANTI-CLIMB AND ANTI-CUT

MATCHABLE FOR SECURE WIRE

ANTI-THEFT

AVAILABLE COLORS
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